Spotlight on Textiles
Here are some suggestions
of resources which can
help you prepare for
Textiles at A-Level
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Websites
Click on the images

The Textile Society - links to
textile resources,
exhibitions and archives

Patternbank - provides
access to textile
patterns, trends and
prints on the catwalk

Selvedge Magazine online - the website of
the textile magazine, whilst you pay for the
magazine, there are lots of useful textile
resources under the Community Tab such as
archives, ‘How To’ instructions for textile
projects and links to their textile blog

The 62 Group - comprises of
lots of famous textile
designers- you can access
their work and understand
their ideas behind it
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The Victoria and Albert
Museum online collections access examples of historical,
cultural and contemporary
fashion, costume and textiles.
Also,use the search function
and search for articles,
interviews with designers etc.
They also have their own
YouTube channel for
interviews and information to
support exhibitions or
collections

The Met - Museum in New York that has an
online fashion, costume and textiles collection
just use the search tool and apply filters, they
also have an excellent YouTube channel with
behind the scenes access and interviews with
artists and designers

VADS image library access to a wide range of
art images and collections
that can be used for art
education, for example
fashion designer Zandra
Rhodes has her images on
here for students to use

Fashion Institute of Technology- the museum in
New York has images from exhibitions, links to
fashion and textile articles and links to its own
YouTube channel where there are interviews with
designers etc
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Glasgow School of Art online collection and
archives of art and textiles

Quilters Guild Archiveexamples of quilts and
costume in an online archive

Museum of Domestic Architecture online collection including textiles
and wallpapers

Vogue Archive- access every edition of
Vogue and other fashion related news
European Textile
Network- interesting
articles and visuals
about textiles around
the world

Art fund - access to what
major art and design
exhibitions are on over
the country and articles
about art and design - an
app is available to
download too

Vogue Catwalk - access Catwalk
shows from any designer past and
present- also available as an app to
download search Vogue Runway
Fashion Shows in your App Store)
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Fashion Net - fashion news,
interviews with designers and
trends

London Fashion Week overviews from the
catwalk and news,
build your awareness
of fashion designers
The Guardian Fashion and
Textiles Education- lots of
information about textiles and
fashion, universities, careers
advice, artists and designers
working in the industry, topical
articles such as Eco Textiles and
Sustainability

WGSN - trend prediction
company with lots of articles
about the fashion and textiles
industry and future trends

Youtube from UAL - it is an excellent
promotion of the creative industries
and futures in art and design.

Mood Fabrics - famous as being the fabric shop in New York where Project
Runway students purchased fabric. They have free online patterns and
instructions if you want to try and teach yourself to make something at home
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Hobbycraft - online ideas
store- offers hundreds of
free online patterns to try
and teach yourself to
make something at home

Companies on LinkedIn such as
Drapers- set up a personal profile
and search for specific fashion and
textile companies and the posts on
their Home page to find out about
what is happening in their industry

Prospects - careers website that has job
related searches, shows examples of
creative jobs, the daily life in that job role,
entry requirements , possible employers
and expected salaries etc

the Art Career
Project - lots of ideas
for creative careers,
although America
based could trigger
ideas for career
paths in the arts

Pinterest - a search engine and online visual pinboard for all of your
favourite creative things. Set up your own profile then search for and ‘pin’
images from artists and designers, access How To Guides for many textile
techniques and processes, look at exemplar A Level sketchbooks and
portfolios and final outcomes, access illustration and free online patterns to
make garments and craft items. Easy if you download the app
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Ravelry - teach yourself a new skill,
access online knitting and crochet
patterns, many are free
Student Art Guide - lots of
resources to help you on your A
Level studies, including exemplar
sketchbooks

Semikah Textiles Blog - lots
of interior inspiration
influenced by Morocco

Textile Study Centre offers resources for
students to understand
more of the construction
theory behind textiles
and what’s happening in
industry

Textile Arts Centre Blog - a
resource for students and
artists about all sorts of skills
and techniques in the Fashion
and Textile Industry
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TV/ Media
* The Great British Sewing Bee - Wednesdays 9pm
BBC1 or catch up on iPlayer - past episodes on dplay
app

* Grayson Art Club - Monday’s 8pm Channel 4 or on
catch up on All4
* Fashion Memoir- behind the scenes of famous fashion
designers shows- Amazon Prime
* Fashion Factories uncovered- the truth about
sweatshop factories overseas - My5 App

* Fashion Conscious - documentary about the
sustainability of fashion BBCiplayer
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Apps
* Bluprint - used to be called Craftsy - video tutorials to learn lots of textile techniques
* Pinterest - see info in previous slide
* Pret-A-Template - printable templates for keeping your fashion illustrations in
proportion
* Instagram - search for textile artists and designers, stylists, photographers,
companies, museums and galleries to see examples of textiles, fashion and costume
* Art Guide - see art fund in previous slide
* Prismscope Lite - kaleidoscope any of your drawings or pattern designs, can be
saved and developed on Photoshop
* Fashion Design Flat Sketch - allows you to create flat/schematic fashion drawings
for design boards. These can be screen shot and sent to Photoshop for further
development
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Wider reading
Compelling data. Big ideas. Creative
juice. Put Google research and
insight behind your thinking and
enjoy all kinds of digital goodness.

Brain Pickings:
A classic and much-loved
intelligently written blog by Maria
Popova, literally picking out
everything that's creatively and
intellectually interesting.

Think Smarter World:
This smart blog captures the
best insights on enlightened
living from creatives,
spiritualists, and progressive
scientist – connecting the
dots between spirituality,
science and creativity.
Awesome.

Project Gutenberg is a
must for your
bookmarks. It offers
over 50,000 free
ebooks, so you can
expand your
knowledge one free
book at a time.

Inc.com: An intelligent and
inspirational resource for the
business world and creative
entrepreneurs everywhere.
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First Round Review:
First Round is a seed-stage
venture firm that focuses
on building a vibrant
community of tech
entrepreneurs and
companies. It also has a
very smartly written blog
known as First Round
Review – a superb source
of tips and advice from
leading experts.

The New Yorker:
Quite possibly our favourite read of the moment – The
New Yorker is a weekly magazine offering a signature
mix of reporting and commentary on politics,
international affairs, popular culture and the arts,
science and technology. It also has a beautiful website.
Subscribe to the magazine very affordably, and you can
also get the iPad version on a weekly basis.

The Atlantic covers
news and analysis
on politics,
business, culture,
technology,
national,
international and
life on the official
site of The Atlantic
Magazine. Smart
reading and insight.

London Review of Books: Since 1979, the London Review of Books has stood up for the tradition of the
literary and intellectual essay in English. As well as its online platform, each of its printed magazines
contain up to 15 long reviews and essays by academics, writers and journalists. There are also shorter art
and film reviews, as well as poems and a lively letters page.

